
Engaging non-usual suspects

Experiences from SUNRISE’s six action neighbourhoods, focussing on Budapest-Zugló

With contributions from all SUNRISE city partners and Nadine Haufe (TU Vienna)

Noémi Szabó(Mobilissimus, Hungary) and Ralf Brand(Rupprecht Consult, Germany)



Two key principles of SUNRISE:

Co-creation Neighbourhood focus

• Opportunities for face-to-face encounters;

• Direct feedback loop conducive to experimentation;

• Sense of community and trust;

• Social capital;

• Feeling of belonging and responsibility;

• Suitability for collective thinking;

• Vulnerable groups visible and reachable;

• Higher likeliness to involve “hard-to-reach” groups

Co-creation

Co-identify Co-develop Co-implement Co-evaluate



Key promises from the SUNRISE DoA:

• Special attention will be paid to the engagement of stakeholders with special mobility 

needs such as the elderly, children, disabled people, parents but also low-income groups 

and non-native language speakers.

• Methods to activate ‘hard-to-reach groups’: … visiting methods, strategic use of gate-

keepers and intermediaries, social media or through integration of stakeholders from these 

sub-cultures.

• The participatory process must not only include the most vocal and best organised ‘usual 

suspects’, but a representative cross-section of the population.

• The combination of online and “nonline” tools will ensure maximum representativeness 

… ‘blended participation’ …



Empirical evidence so far: Bremen

• “Change of perspective” campaign

• Firefighters as non-usual stakeholder

• Facilitating participation of everyone through 

• Carefully chosen meeting times (incl. Sat & Sun)

• Generous number of gatherings

• Carefully chosen venues (typically on people’s streets)

• Mailings into every letterbox

• Local care-provider (non-profit) in Core Group



Empirical evidence so far: Malmö

• H.t.r.: Women with non-Swedish ethnic background

• H.t.r.: Teenage girls (involved through afterschool club)

• Work with established and trusted actors & networks

• Involvement via translation nearly impossible

• Reaching parents through children

• Girls-only “maintenance-walk” through local park

• Many hands-on activities, e.g. co-designing bench



Empirical evidence so far: Southend

• Disabled people represented in Core Group (but not very active)

• Local retailers very well connected, very active

• SUNRISE Pop-up at Business Breakfast 

• Drop-in open-hours in fixed place

• On-street presence (NB: visibility, shelter from sun, wind, …)

• Importance of timing (holidays, time of day, …)

• Go to places and events where people meet anyway



Empirical evidence so far: Thessaloniki

• Make everyone feel confident: “Every idea is a good idea!”

• Important endorsement of municipal leaders

• Face-to-face presence where elderly meet every day

• Questionnaires during classes with cooperation of teachers

• Integrated in IT lesson  online questionnaire

• 333 new ideas through online questionnaire

• Connected with annual community celebration

• Cooperate with Folklore Center and other cultural centers



Empirical evidence so far: Jerusalem

• Piggy-backing on city-sponsored “Baka Festival”

• Established “Community Council” as project partner

• Connections with existing network, e.g. Parents Board

• Collaboration with traffic police

• Integrating clean air / walkability into school curricula

• Targeted focus groups for seniors, people with disabilities, high 

school students, employees (during lunch hours)

• SUNRISE approach spreading to other neighbourhoods …

• Children starting to become ambassadors of walkability

• Abu Tor, a mixed Jewish / Arab neighbourhood



Empirical evidence so far: Budapest

• H.t.r.: Blind and visually impaired people

• H.t.r.: Wheelchair users

• H.t.r.: Parents

• Organised walks with residents and representatives of the blind 

and visually impaired/wheelchair user community

• Personal conversations with parents when they usually drop off 

or pick up their children

• More from Noémi …



Budapest: Törökőr, the neighbourhood



Budapest: The process

1. Co-
identification

2. Co-
developement

3. Co-voting
4. Co-

implementation
5. Co-

assessement



Budapest: Phases of involvement

1. Co-
identification

- Online and non-line 

formats

- Questionnaires and maps

- Booth at buisy locations

for a week



Phases of involvement

2. Co-
developement

- Thematic walks

- Workshops



Budapest: Phases of involvement

3. Co-voting

- Participatory budgeting

- Online and offline 

format

- Leaflet put into every

mailbox



Budapest: Phases of involvement

4. Co-
implementation

- Trial phases



Budapest: Phases of involvement

5. Co-
assessement

- Core Group 



General reflections (in no particular order)

• You can’t hurry participation – building trust and relationships takes time (+ finding a slot in people’s diaries)

• Invite with an honest and credible prospect to deliver meaningful results (“Participation Promise”)

• Connect with existing well-established and trusted networks, activities, events, festivals, …

• Visit hard-to-reach people (retirement homes, schools, …)

• Pay attention to basics: Toilets, refreshments, barrier-free entry, child-care, chairs, …

• Conventional marketing matters: Flyers, large banner, social media, radio spot, …

• Do not underestimate the effect of small incentives, symbols, thank-you gifts, …

• Make participation easy, fun, hands-on and don’t just rely on words ( drawings, ranking, building, …)

• Participation techniques need to be tailored to specific target group (time, location, format, equipment, …)

• Accept that sometimes h.t.r. groups are more willing to participate in certain phases (as concrete as possible)

• Children can typically be reached through schools etc.; the really h.t.r. youth are teenagers / young adults

• Mobilising temporary involvement is easier than long-term commitment

• Combine online and nonline techniques

• Document participants’ group association thoroughly as foundation for credibility



Partners


